

































The Qing Dynasty’s Policy for “The Miao” and Their Traditional Social Leader
Shenglan ZHANG
????????
?The Qing Dynasty enforced the bureaucratization of the native officer (????) and the Bao-Jia system (??
??) in the “Miao regions” (??). However, after the bureaucratization of the native officer (????), not only 
did the Qing Dynasty have to depend on the ongoing existence of the Tusi system (????), but also made use 
of the village leaders to secure the internal support of “the Miao”. The leaders of the “the Miao”, who were called 
“headman” (??), “rural old” (??), and other names by the Qing Dynasty, appear in many historical materials 
with “appointing Han officials” (??) and Tusi (??). It may be observed that the traditional social organization 
of “the Miao” came to be intervolved with the political system of Qing Dynasty in a complicated manner. This is 
an important clue to elucidate how the traditional social organization of the southern ethnic groups such as “the 
Miao”, was changed by the intervention of the state power of the Qing Dynasty. This article considers the records 
of “the Miao”, “headman” (??), “rural old” (??) and others among the Qing Dynasty’s historical materials 
and tablet inscriptions, concerning the enforcement of the Tusi system (????), the bureaucratization of the 
native officer (????), the Bao-Jia system (????), and the system of “Miao ruling over Miao” (???), it 
also reviews how the traditional social leaders were concerned with those policies. Consequently, I study the tra-
ditional social leader’ position in the Qing Dynasty’s policy and the change of their character.
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